Abstract Image recommendation is an important feature of search engine, as tremendous amount of images are available online. It is necessary to retrieve relevant images to meet the user's requirement. In this paper, we present an algorithm image recommendation with absorbing Markov chain (IRAbMC) to retrieve relevant images for a user's input query. Images are ranked by calculating keyword relevance probability between annotated keywords from log and keywords of user input query. Keyword relevance is computed using absorbing Markov chain. Images are reranked using image visual features. Experimental results show that the IRAbMC algorithm outperforms Markovian semantic indexing (MSI) method with improved relevance score of retrieved ranked images.
required to retrieve relevant images as per the user's requirement. An image retrieval system provides an effective way to retrieve a set of images to meet the users' demand.
There are two basic image retrieval techniques: (i) contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) and (ii) annotation-based image retrieval (ABIR). In CBIR technique, images are retrieved based on shape, color, and texture features or using image knowledge itself rather than the meta-data associated with the image, such as descriptions, tags, or keywords. The semantic meaning of user requested query and low-level visual features of images are not matching in CBIR. Many CBIR techniques have been designed which use relevance feedback, in which search results are refined continuously by users. However, this method is impractical for very large data set, as it requires intensive computation.
In the automatic image annotation method, a computer system assigns meta-data automatically to images with keywords. Images are retrieved using this annotation. In ABIR system, semantic content is incorporated efficiently into text-based queries and image captions. Hence, many techniques are developed for automatic image annotation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In online image retrieval identical to Google image search engine, users submit queries which consist of keywords, for searching relevant images of their interest. The search engine returns a list of images where users can click or discard the resultant images. If users are not satisfied with the retrieved images, they semantically refine the queries. Therefore, the keywords of the queries give brief, but comprehensive meaning of users need, and can be used to find relevance between annotation and user input query.
Motivation Web image search engines, such as Google and Yahoo!, retrieve images with text-based queries. These text queries are matched with textual information, such as tags, comments, surrounding text, titles, and URLs along with web images. Currently, only 10 % of web images have meaningful description (annotation). Although, search engine retrieves images efficiently, they are able to maintain around only 42 % precision and 12 % recall [9] . Searches do not find relevant results on Google search for 52 % of 20,000 queries [10] . This is on account of two main reasons: (i) generally, queries are short and ambiguous, i.e., the query DM has two different meanings Data Mining and Data Mart, and (ii) users may have different perspectives for the same query, e.g., for the query apple, users who are fans of apple product have different meanings than users who like the fruit apple. Therefore, it is necessary to improve image recommendations results to satisfy user's need and usability of search engine.
Contribution In this work, we have presented annotationbased image recommendation with absorbing Markov chain. Keyword relevance probability is computed for annotated keywords for all the images. Absorbing Markov chain is incorporated to find relevant link between keywords of input query with annotated keywords. Images are filtered based on their annotation similar to input query keywords. Finally, images are ranked by calculating Markov distance between user input query and annotation related to images. Furthermore, images are reranked by incorporating visual features for generated ranked image list. This method gives accurate image recommendations when per image annotation data are limited.
Organisation This paper is organised as follows: we have reviewed various content-based and annotation-based image retrieval techniques under Sect. 2. Section 3 describes Markov chain and absorbing Markov chain methods. Section 4 presents image recommendation algorithm. Section 5 discusses data collection, experiment setup, and performance evaluation. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
Related works
In this section, we have reviewed different techniques for image retrieval. There are mainly two methods to retrieve images: content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and annotation-based image retrieval (ABIR). Images are processed with low-level visual features in CBIR system and in ABIR, images are retrieved by incorporating semantic meaning into image description and text-based queries.
Content-based image retrieval
The semantic meaning of user query and low-level visual features are not matching in the CBIR method. Hence, many CBIR techniques have been designed which uses relevance feedback, in which search results are refined continuously by users. But users' feedbacks are very limited compared to image space's dimensionality. He et al. [11] have designed maximum margin projection (MMP) method for dimensionality reduction for image retrieval by considering top ten retrieved images as relevant images. This method maximizes negative and positive examples margin at each local surroundings. Geometrical and discriminant structures are modelled for within class and between classes in a nearest neighbour graph. Local and global visual features are derived for resulting images retrieved from Google image search [12] . Images are partitioned using kernel-based clustering to obtain multiple clusters and outliers based on visual similarity context to filter out junk images iteratively. The objective of the user query is translated using kernel learning algorithm to retrieve accurate images. This system is released for public evaluation. The method proposed in [13] does not reexamine previously checked images, as revisiting of checked images suffers from slow convergence and local maximum traps.
Web image retrieval frameworks are proposed in [14, 15] based on relevance feedback (RF). Textual and visual content-related RF is combined using a dynamic multi-modal fusion strategy and search result clustering algorithm is used to construct low-dimensional textual space for derived Web images [15] . User's click-through information is used as implicit RF for a new user, while in [14] , multi-class support vector machines (SVM) are trained using image features and irrelevant images are filtered out by calculating similarity based on probabilities output from SVM and further refined based on feedback from the user.
Kekre et al. [16] have explored the mask-shape-BTC (block-truncation coding) method of image retrieval using shape features. The shape features are extracted using slope magnitude method applied on gradient of images. A method which uses Ordered-dither block-truncation coding (ODBTC) is proposed for content-based image retrieval to generate image content descriptor [17] . The ODBTC encoded data stream to construct the bit pattern and color co-occurrence image features. Both the methods require high computation to calculate features at preprocessing.
Annotation-based image retrieval
In ABIR, a computer system assigns meta-data automatically to images with keywords which can be further used to retrieve images. Hofmann et al. [18] have proposed probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) technique which intends to identify the semantic relations between the words and can be used to annotate images. This technique identifies semantic relation without recourse to a dictionary or thesaurus, text learning, information retrieval, and information filtering. PLSA has several advantages over latent semantic analysis (LSA). PLSA allows disambiguate polysems, and it calculates topical similarities by clustering words from com-mon context. The computation time is less than LSA. Li et al. [19] have designed a hybrid model to overcome the semantic gap in image retrieval and for automatic image annotation. In this framework, continuous probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) method is used in productive stage of learning to generate visual features of images. Support vector machine classifier is used in discriminative learning stage to group multi-label data.
An ontology-based automatic image annotation framework [20] and annotation ontology-based image retrieval framework [21] have been explored. Visual properties of the images are extracted by local and global visual features [20] . Intra-concept visual dissimilarity and inter-concept visual similarity is obtained by multi-kernel learning algorithm and hierarchical boosting algorithm which uses ontology and multi-task learning. Images are annotated using concept ontology. Contextual information is extracted using annotation ontologies which are generated from different sources of information to retrieve images [21] . Task-based contextual information is also captured and reused for image management in [22] .
A Wordnet and open directory project (ODP)-based image annotation system is proposed in [23, 24] . Annotations are generated using neighbouring texts of the image in web page [23] . In term selection process, documents are expanded with the help of WordNet. Term selection is applied to both the document and query, so that both become more exhaustive than the original. Wang et al. [24] have presented Arista, a search-based approach for annotation that retrieves the semantics of an image by generative labels of highly related images. A hash signature and principal component analysis (PCA) model is used to generate description of an image. A novel mixture model based on open directory project (ODP) is used to understand the semantics of the image.
Image visual features are used to annotate and retrieve images [25] [26] [27] [28] . Riad et al. [25] have presented a new majority voting technique to retrieve and annotate images with textual and visual feature. Here, each web page is considered as a voter to poll the keyword relevance to the image. Document object model (DOM) is generated for each web page based on web segmentation algorithm. Image features are extracted and images are clustered based on k-mean algorithm. Krishna et al. [26] have developed a classificationbased multi-class multi-label semantic model for automatic image annotation. This model has three components: (1) feature representation, in which global features entropy, energy, and contrast features are used to describe image. (2) A classifier models is built for annotation, in which J48 decision tree is used as classifier. (3) A decision tree obtained for each concept is converted into if-then-else rules to assign the label to each image. Ayadi et al. [27] have proposed a method to annotate images automatically by computing similarity between a new medical image and old stored images. Semantic concepts are generated by classifying image into region. Shape, texture, and color features are used to represent image regions and to create visual dictionaries [28] . This region is named with keyword and weight is allocated to it as per spatial relationship and position. Images are indexed and fetched similar to structural document retrieval.
Sang et al. [29] have designed a two-stage framework for personalized image search. It has two stages: (1) offline stage in which user-specific topic modeling is performed by ranking-based multi-correlation tensor factorization method to generate semantic topics for each user, (2) online stage in which a query is submitted by user and is mapped to user intended topics. Images are ranked by selecting users topic choice on the images which are calculated based on query distribution. Li et al. [30] have presented an algorithm by incremental model learning that simultaneously collects data set for object recognition. This method uses Bayesian incremental learning which makes use of newly added images as its theoretical base for training. This method annotates objects in the images.
Image visual information is used to improve image retrieval results in [31, 32] . Pham et al. [31] have studied a method to annotate image automatically and retrieval of multimedia document using the outcome of latent semantic analysis (LSA). Documents are retrieved by combining text and image indexing. Image visual features are incorporated to improve image retrieval results. Initial retrieval results are obtained by keyword relevance model for given input query [32] . Furthermore, this retrieval result is refined with region feature vector. In the first step, semantic filtering is applied by decreasing visual information. Next, it refines by calculating similarity between visual content of query image and candidate images based on their weights.
Markov chain and absorbing Markov chain

Markov chain
The Markov process, a stochastic process, in which the next system state relays only on the current system state. It represents the set of states S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , . . . , s n }, in which if the current state in s i , then the probability of next state s j is defined by the probability p i j . These probabilities are called transition probabilities. The one-step transition probability matrix of a Markov process with N states is defined as
A Markov chain is a discrete-valued Markov process where the equilibrium vector V of a Markov chain can be represented by v.P n ≈ V , where v is any probability vector. As n approaches infinity, the Markov chain converges to a certain steady-state vector called equilibrium vector of a Markov chain. The equilibrium vector has identical rows of its states of a Markov process. The transition probability matrix P is iteratively multiplied by itself n times to find steady-state probability vector. When the matrix size is large, then matrix multiplication is inefficient. Hence, steady-state probability vector P n can be generated by computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix P.
The eigenvalues for a given matrix P are computed using det(P − λI ) = 0, where λ is a eigenvalue of P, I is the identity matrix, and det is determinant. In the case of Markov matrix, its cell values are positive and sum of every column is 1, then the largest eigenvalue is λ = 1. The eigenvector x for each λ can be solved using (P − λI )x = 0 or Px = λx. The power of eigenvalues is computed for any n. P n is defined using the following:
Here, ∨ is the matrix of eigenvectors, ∧ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues raised to power n, and ∨ −1 is the inverse matrix of ∨. If T r and Ab r represent transient and absorbing states, and t r and a represent size of transient and absorbing states, respectively, then given transition probability matrix P is reordered as in canonical form as P =
Absorbing Markov chain
, where I is the a × a identity matrix, 0 is a a × t r zero matrix, R is a non-zero t r × a matrix representing transition probabilities from T r to Ab r states, and Q is a t r × t r matrix representing transition probabilities from T r to T r states. The fundamental matrix of an absorbing Markov chain is defined as N = (I − Q) −1 and N = I + Q + Q 2 + · · · . The ijth entry of N represents the expected number of times that a process reaches transient state s j , starting from transient state s i .
The absorption probability matrix B is the t r × a matrix with entries b i j which represent the probability that an absorbing chain is absorbed in the absorbing state s j if it starts in transient state s i . Then, B = N R, where N is the fundamental matrix and R is the canonical form.
Image recommendation framework and algorithm
Problem definition
Given a user input query q and annotated log lg from the web image search engine S, the objective is to recommend ranked images I r .
Assumptions
It is assumed that the user is online while entering input query and the annotated log file is available to image search engine.
Image recommendation framework
The proposed framework presents online image retrieval similar to Google image search engine. In the retrieval phase, users submit queries which consist of keywords, to search relevant images of their interest. The search engine returns the list of images. The framework of proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2 . The framework includes two phases: (1) preprocessing phase and (2) online phase. Preprocessing phase includes step 1 and step 2. Online phase includes step 3 and step 4.
Step 1: Keyword relevance probability construction User submits a query to the search engine and clicks on relevant images of user's interest. These query keywords give brief, but comprehensive meaning of users need. To obtain logical connection between keywords, one-step transition probability of Markov chain is computed [34] . The user clicks image IMGi for given input query q, where keyword w 1 is followed by keyword w 2 . The current probability p(w 1 , w 2 ) is updated using Eq. 2, where each keyword represents the state of the Markov chain. Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Preprocessing Online
Ranked Images
Fig. 2 Image recommendation framework
where K is the number of unique keywords and k is the number of occurrence of keyword w 1 followed by w 2 . Sometimes, images are annotated with single keyword. In such case, keyword relevance probability is calculated by considering keyword followed by itself. Therefore, relevance probability related to that image is considered as well as improved. Whenever, a new keyword appears in the query, its initial state counter is set to 0, otherwise, it is incremented and occurrence of keyword is measured. Similarly, if that keyword is followed by another keyword, its interstate link counter is also incremented and the sequence of its occurrence is measured.
Step 2: Aggregate Markov chain construction As users do not have enough knowledge about the information they are looking for, even in closely related images, the common keywords are very few. Hence, the state space of keywords is clustered to avoid this zero-frequency problem by constructing an aggregate Markov chain (AMC) [34] . The AMC is constructed for all the queries of all images in log using Eq. 2 to model keyword relevance.
The steady-state probability of AMC is computed as follows:
1. To make AMC stochastic, add small value μ to all superdiagonal elements of AMC and subtract from any nonzero elements in the same diagonal. 2. Calculate (AMC) n by calculating its eigenvalues and eigenvectors as discussed in Sect. 3.1.
Step 
, where Q is the t × t matrix, representing transition probabilities from keywords to keywords of transient states. R is the t ×r matrix, representing transition probabilities from keywords of transient states to keywords of absorbing states. I is the r × r identity matrix. 0 is the r × t zero matrix.
The fundamental matrix for AAbMC is given by the matrix F = (I − Q) −1 . The entry f i j in F represents probability of number of occurrences of keywords in transient states. The AAbMC kernel MC is the t ×r matrix obtained by multiplying matrix F with R, i.e., MC = F R. The entry mc i j in MC represents probability of transient keywords to reach absorbing keywords. It gives the required relevance between keywords of input query and other keywords of AMC.
Step 4: Markov distance calculation to rank images In this step, the images are ranked by computing Markov distance [34] between the user input query and the annotation related to images. Images are filtered based on their annotation similar to input query keywords. The AAbMC is calculated for each filtered image and the equilibrium state vector (steady-state row vector) is obtained as discussed in Sect. 3.1.
For user input query q, the row vector i q represents the keywords of q, and r i represents the row vector of each image. The Markov distance d m is calculated as given in the following:
The images are ranked based on the sorted distance values.
Algorithm
In this section, image recommendation with absorbing Markov chain (IRAbMC) algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It has two phases: offline and online. In offline phase, keyword relevance probability for each image is calculated from annotated log file. In the online phase, for the given user input query, keyword relevance is calculated from the offline data and keywords of input query. Finally, the images are retrieved and ranked. Calculate Markov distance using i q , R, and A AbMC using equation 3.
Rank the images based on sorted distance values in ascending order.
Experiments
Data collection
In these experiment, publicly available ground-truth database [35] , in which images are already annotated, is used to evaluate the proposed method. This database has total 1109 images in 20 different clusters. Each cluster has about 55 images. Table 1 shows the statistics of data set in each cluster. [34] is as follows. Aggregate Markov chain (AMC) is constructed to calculate keywords relevance probabilities between the annotated keywords. Table 3 shows the example of AMC constructed for campusinfall cluster from ground-truth database. A small value μ which is close to zero is added to super-diagonal elements of AMC and subtracted from any random non-zero elements within the same line [34] . In this experiment, μ = 0.02 is used to make the Markov chain as monodesmic chain and retain the stochastic property of the chain. Steady-state probability of AMC, (AMC) n , is calculated using eigenvalues and eigenvectors of AMC. The results are obtained by considering n = 1, n = 3, n = 5, n = 7, and n = 10. In IRAbMC, for user input query, aggregate absorbing Markov chain (AAbMC) is constructed by considering input query keywords as absorbing states of the (AMC) n and the remaining states as transition states. Images are filtered, such that their annotations are similar to the input query keywords, and equilibrium state vector (row vector) is calculated for those images. Markov distance is calculated between user query and row vector of filtered images. In MSI, zero mean of (AMC) T is calculated by subtracting mean row from each row of it. Covariance matrix(CM) of resulting (AMC) T is calculated. Images are 
Experiment setup
As keyword-based search is very popular for all types of search engines, annotation-based image retrieval is very useful. Sometimes image annotations are not annotated properly, so the retrieved images are not ranked efficiently. To know the effect of visual features, we have incorporated color, texture, and shape features in retrieved ranked image of IRAbMC. For this instance, the setup is called as IRAbMC + visual features. The ranked list of images obtained in IRAbMC is considered as an informative baseline. Visual features containing RGB HSV decompose method [37] , co-occurrence matrix [37] , and spatial pyramid kernel [38] are incorporated. The algorithm to rerank images with visual features obtained from IRAbMC is shown in Algortihm 2.
Algorithm 2: Rerank images with visual features
Input : Ranked Image List I = < 1..k > generated from Algorithm 1, top q = < 1..m > images from I , where m < k Output: Reranked images R = < 1..k >
begin for each image in q do
Compute cosine distance dist with remaining images of I using Equation 5.
Form a cluster with images having dist < α and sort images based on the distance values in ascending order. Total C = < 1..m > clusters are generated.
Form a separate cluster C s with images do not belongs to C and images having dist > α.
First, rerank images of q using smallest distance value out of C, then rerank remaining images of W and add it to R.
Add images of C s to R with the same order as in I .
The cosine distance is calculated by
where I i and I j are the normalised feature vector of images from q and I , respectively. Reranked images are obtained by considering q = 1 to 5, and it is observed from results that when q = 5, Algorithm 2 reranks images efficiently. Hence, q = 5 is considered as top-q images from ranked images retrieved from IRAbMC algorithm. In this experiment, α is set to 0.01, i.e., images having cosine distance is greater than 0.01 are considered to be irrelevant and removed while clustering.
Performance evaluation
In this section, experiment results are presented and discussed. Image recommendation with absorbing Markov chain (IRAbMC) framework and Markov semantic indexing (MSI) are analyzed and compared. Experiments have been conducted on 4 GB memory and Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3217U CPU @ 1.80 GHz processor. Data set used in the experiments for IRAbMC and MSI is the same, as discussed in data collection. Top-5 image recommendations results are obtained for all 20 clusters for both the methods. A total of 100 queries, 5 from each cluster are considered for evaluation. 
User evaluation is performed to evaluate ranking of image recommendations for both the methods. Ten under graduate and graduate students are invited to grade the ranking results. Each student is assigned two clusters for evaluation. We have asked them to evaluate relevance between testing queries and recommended images ranking in the range of 0-1, in which 0 means totally irrelevant and 1 means totally relevant. Average values are calculated for top-1 to top-5 images. It is observed from the relevance score of ranking results that when n = 5, images are ranked efficiently; hence, for comparing results, we have set n = 5 to calculate steady-state probability of AMC. Figures 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7 show user evaluation ranking relevance score of image recommendations results with MSI and IRAbMC methods for all the clusters. It is observed from all the graphs that for IRAbMC method images are ranked in proper order, i.e., the image relevance score is in decreasing order in all graphs for a given query. Top-1 ranked images To find out whether relevance score evaluated by students agree with each other for image recommendations, variance is computed. If variance is zero, then relevance scores are identical. Smaller variance value illustrates that relevance scores are very close to mean hence to each other. The variance of students relevance score is calculated for each testing query for both MSI and IRAbMC methods. The average variance of all testing queries for MSI method is 0.000659 and that for IRAbMC is 0.000157. It is observed from both the variance values that all the relevance scores are identical, i.e., relevance score provided for image recommendations by students agree with each other.
In Figures 8, 9 The IRAbMC method has quite a few advantages over MSI method which are mentioned below; IRAbMC outperforms MSI by ranking images in proper order relevant to user input query.
1. In IRAbMC, aggregate absorbing Markov chain (AAbMC) is constructed by considering input query as absorbing states. Hence, the size of the aggregate Markov chain (AMC) is reduced. Consider AMC matrix size of n × n and number of absorbing states as k, then the size of resulting AAbMC is k × (n − k). As the absorbing states are the keywords of input query, k can be also be less than ten, because user enters short queries. As the size of the AAbMC is reduced, the time required to recommend images is also reduced. 4. In MSI, all the images are considered to compute Markov distance, but in IRAbMC, images are filtered based on their annotation similar to input query keywords. 5. Images annotated with single keyword is not recognised while computing keyword relevance probability in MSI.
To support the reasons given above, AMC is constructed for cluster campusinfall as shown in Table 3 , as we have displayed image recommendations results in Figs. 8, 16 , and 17 of this cluster. The size of AMC matrix displayed in Table  3 is 36 × 36. Markov distance is computed to filter images by covariance matrix in MSI and by AAbMC in IRAbMC. The size of covariance matrix remains same, i.e., 36 × 36 for all the queries for cluster campusinfall in MSI, while it changes in AAbMC. The AAbMC matrix is generated for input query leafless tree is shown in Table 4 . Due to space restriction, rows and columns are interchanged. The size of the AAbMC is reduced to 2 × 34.
In IRAbMC, the ranking of the images differs with occurrence of keywords of input query. Table 5 shows the AAbMC matrix for input query grass trees bush. Due to space restriction, rows and columns are interchanged. Similarly, for input query trees bush grass and bush trees grass, the rows are interchanges based on keywords appearance in the AAbMC matrix. The AAbMC matrix for input query trees bush grass is similar to Table 5 , but the values of row 1 shift to row 3 , the values of row 2 shift to row 1 , and the values of row 3 shift to row 2 . Hence, the Markov distance calculated between input query and row vector of filtered images differs with occurrence of keywords of input query. Hence, the ranking of images also differs.
Conclusions
In this work, we present the annotation-based image recommendation with absorbing Markov chain (IRAbMC). The Keyword relevance probability is computed for the annotated keywords for all the images. Absorbing Markov chain is incorporated to find relevant link between the keywords of input query with the annotated keywords. Images are filtered and ranked by computing Markov distance between user input query and annotation related to images. Images are reranked by incorporating visual features. Experiments are performed on publicly available data provided by the University of Washington, and results are compared with Markovian semantic indexing (MSI) method [34] . The proposed method outperforms MSI by providing more relevant images for a given user query in proper order.
